SUPERTRAC Kick-off Meeting
Draft Agenda
17-18 January 2005
ONERA Toulouse

Monday, 17 January 2005

13h30 Coffee
14h00 Welcome, introduction ONERA
14h15 EC information D. Knörzer, EC
15h00 SUPERTRAC overview ONERA
15h15 Presentation and contribution of the partners (5 min each) all
    ONERA, AI-UK, CIRA, DAAV, DLR, FOI, IBK, IST, KTH
16h00 Coffee break
16h15 Project management ONERA
    - Management
    - Web site, ftp server
    - DoW, Consortium Agreement and Specific Agreement

Detailed discussion on WP starting at m0 (WP1, WP2, WP3)

17h15 WP1- Specifications DAAV
    - Objectives and structure of the WP DAAV
    - T1-1- Reference shape DAAV
        . Work schedule
        . Inputs, output
        . 6 months time schedule
    - T1-2- Existing data (same structure as T1-1) DLR
18h00 End of the first day

Tuesday, 18 January 2005

Detailed discussion on WP starting at t0 (WP1, WP2, WP3) (continued)

9h00 WP2- Roughness and anti-contamination devices ONERA
    same structure as WP1
10h15 Coffee break
10h30   WP3- Suction  
        DLR
        same structure as WP1

**Shorter discussion on WP4 and WP5**

11h45   WP4- Natural laminar flow  
        FOI
        - Objectives and structure of the WP
        - Work and time schedule
        - Inputs, output

12h15   WP5- Exploitation  
        AI-UK
        Same structure as WP4

12h45    Lunch

14h00  Action list  
        ONERA

14h15  Other questions, next meeting(s)  
        all

15h00  End of the second day